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  I cannot remember a time that we’ve not had at least one dog in the house, that is, until our beloved 

Abby passed away last September. You see, our family has been fostering Golden Retrievers with Golden 

Retriever Rescue of Mid-Florida (GRRMF)  since I was seven years old. My parents’ connection with the 

organization started  way before my brother and I were born, as an effort to  help  Goldens and provide 

extra socialization for our very shy Golden, Sophie.  My parents stopped fostering when my mom 

became pregnant with my older brother Aaron, but Aaron begged my parents to begin fostering again 

when he was 10.  My parents okayed the idea as long as we understood that we were not keeping the 

dogs, but rather providing them with love and care until their forever homes were found. A dog would 

need to be in our care for a minimum of two weeks before adoption and sometimes for up to several 

months, if the dog had health issues, so attachment to the dog was highly probable. Our  job would be 

to provide the dogs with lots of love and exercise, so hugs would need to be provided throughout the 

day! Our  12-year old Sophie passed away in 2005, and we soon added Abby to our home as our new 

family Golden. Abby was an extremely well socialized dog, so we knew she would be wonderfully 

accepting of other dogs coming into “her” home. We were 100% correct about  this, and this essay is as 

much a memorial tribute to her as it is a college scholarship effort for me.  

  We started fostering dogs when Abby was 1-year old and she was incredible with each dog and their 

individual personality. Over a period of  9 years, we fostered and successfully placed over 50 dogs in 

wonderful forever homes, largely due to Abby’s unselfish acceptance and uncanny ability to get along 

with the very diverse personalities. Our foster dogs came to us from very unusual and different 

circumstances. One of our foster dogs was the only survivor of a car crash. Another was abandoned at a 

foreclosed house, and many others were abused. Rescue clubs are needed for Golden Retrievers 

because they are such cute puppies and are over- bred, many times in puppy mills. My parents are both 

professional musicians, so I do not come from a wealthy family. Medical care was provided for the dogs 

by  rescue donations, but the cost of food did add up. However, my parents thought that the 

organization, run  solely by volunteers,  and the cause itself, far outweighed the expense. 

    The first two adoptions were very difficult for us because saying goodbye was very hard. However, our 

third foster dog changed everything. This dog came to us extremely sick and  she made us really  see the 

difference we were making  for the dogs in our care. Not only did this dog  heal, but she was also placed 

in a forever home fairly close to  us, and  she thrived beyond belief! Being able to see this 

transformation and the ability to see her after her adoption made all the difference for me. Likewise, we 

attended the annual Golden Retriever Rescue Reunions every February to see our previous fosters that 

were able to attend. Seeing  the dogs with their forever families at the reunions also made us realize 

how many of them may not have survived without our care, and we were extremely proud of our ability 

to help them.  

    In addition to fostering the dogs, my brother and I had a neighborhood dog walking ‘business” called 

“Operation Dogwalk” to raise money for GRRMF’s “Woody Fund” which provided veterinary care for the 

sick dogs that came to the  rescue. I also used these fundraising efforts for my Bar Mitzvah Project. My 



brother and I were both awarded seven consecutive  “Top Dog” Annual Youth Fundraising Awards for 

these contributions from 2006-2012. 

  I will always treasure the experience I had growing up with these dogs. The ability to help another living 

animal that cannot help itself is a very unique privilege and it taught me compassion for all living things. 

I am also thankful to my wonderful sister Abby for helping  to make it possible.  


